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Location
Situated on the south east coast of
Madagascar, 100 km north of Toliara.
Our Eco Lodge is located 4 km north from
the village locally known as Tsiandamba.
Natural site with breath taking view, this
region hosts the third greatest coral reef in
a wide lagoon curling around 200 km of
coastline.

Environment & Weather
The Eco Lodge Five Senses, tucked away
from civilisation, on the magnificent and
wild south-west coast of Madagascar, gives
meaning to the concept of exclusivity.
We are surrounded by:
1. A dry deciduous forest made of palissandre trees, baobabs and other plants
endemic to Madagascar
2. Beautiful beaches
Madagascar’s west coast enjoys sunshine
almost all year round.

Accommodation
Our rooms, spacious and bathed in light,
are positioned in such a way to protect
your privacy. Facing the most beautiful
lagoon of Madagascar, they benefit from
a unique view. The Lodge consists of a set
of seven villas.
Each villa has a large terrace overlooking
the sea and a spacious bedroom. Bath room
equipped with shower and private toilets.
Technical sheet:
- Size : 56 m²(x4) | 80 m²(x2) | 96 m²
| 127 m²
- Type(s) of bed(s) : king size | Twin beds
- Bath room equipped with shower, an
exterior bathtub facing the sea (Vanille
villa only), and private toilets – Room with
terrace, equipped with a dock station for
iPod, desk, and safe.
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Gastronomy
The Flavour Of Exotic Fruits, The Perfume
Of Spices: A Cocktail Of Sensations
The restaurant Five Senses offers quality
food. The dishes concocted are of Mediterranean and Malagasy inspiration. They vary
with produce available at each and every
season.
A few Malagasy dishes are offered as option
for those who wish to taste the excellent
local specialties.
The breakfast plate offers a large selection,
ranging from fresh seasonal fruits and
yoghurts, to continental or English breakfast. For lunch, a menu with various dishes
is proposed. All the meals are served seated
and the menu changes every day.
For dinner, two choices are proposed for
starters, the main dish and the dessert.
Communication and Power supply
All the rooms have electricity, furnished by our solar installation, equipped with European electrical outlets of 220V.
Disabled facilities
One of the villas, close to the main dining and recreational area, is suitable for guests with limited mobility.
La Fondation Dunes de Mer
To enable Vezo to continue living on the resources of
the lagoon, the preservation of the site and its
ecosystem be it nature, human and cultural, should be
addressed immediately. Throughout encounters and
conversations with the local population, important
needs have emerged, notably linked to natural
resources, education, health and protection of nature.
In perfect harmony with the populations, the
Foundation offers to develop on site a singular and
reasonable project, likely to enhance and promote the
natural and cultural wealth of the site. Improving the living conditions of these populations by the creation of a
dispensary is the first priority.
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